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New Mayor

New College

Dick Brown
Takes Cane

Panel N an1ed
Developn1ent

By Brian Norris
Richard Brown, Kappa Delta Phi's
representative in the mayoralty race,
was proclaimed campus mayor at the
Top Hat Ball, December 4, in Russell Hall. In Bearce fashion, Brown,
upon receiving the coveted cane, exclaimed, "It has come home!" The
dance ended a week of close rivalry
between the three campus fraternities
and the candidates - Brown, Alpha's
Dan Cifelli, and Phi Sig's Paul Flynn.
Brown expressed a desire for the
whole campus to work with him in his
year's reign so that it may be a successful one. He had special words of
praise for fellow frat brothers, Jerry
Lachance, show director, and Adam
Burrows, publicity director.
Lively Speech
Brown displayed a personality in
his show which was lively and cheerful. Although he had no musical talent, he presented himself in an articulate and convincing manner. H e h ad

MAYOR DICK BROWN
four basic points in his speech: (1) his
qualifications, (2) the qualifications of
the fraternity, (3) what he intends to
do and why, and (4) what students
should look for in a mayor.
Kappa staged a colorful campaign
to put their candidate across. -They
had their "A" frame headquarters
outside Upton Hall as well as several
posters utilizing the theme of "The
Lodge Skier." Their show _was a combination of campus talent with a few
guests such as Betty Gribben.
· Top Hat Scene
Russell Hall was magnificently decorated by the Sophomore Class with
a huge top hat in the ·center and hundreds of streamers from the center to
points along the gym walls. Clever
centerpieces were present on the
tables; were well arranged, lending
a nightclub atmosphere. Music was
provided by the Lew Lennan Orches(Con't on Page 8)
NEXT OBSERVER
Because of the short period between
Christmas vacation, final examinations
and the semester break, the OBSERVER will not be published in January. The staff will be working on an
issue to be published in February.
Ed.

PRESENTS ID CARD - - President Kenneth Brooks presents the first
student Identification Card to senior Chares Jucius. Cards have been issued
to all Gorham State students and will be required for admission to designated
campus and off-campus events and eventually for use of the library facilities.
(Daniels Photo)

Four Eastern States Delegates
Named For April Conference
The Eastern States Conference
election last Fridav resulted in the decision that will send four new delegates to the April conference in New
York. The student body chose Frank
Hall and Beth Brown as senior delegates as well as juniors Dick Brown
and Carole Bulger.
Previous to the election in a November 18 session, the Student Senate voted to initiate a new rotation
system. By this method, last year's
junior delegates, Tony Black and Tina
Giberti, will return to the three day
conference as experienced delegates.
Nominations for the favored office
were made from the floor at a November 18 meeting of the Senate. Following approval by the Advisory Council,
the nominations appeared on an allcampus ballot.
The Eastern States Conference is
held annually in New York City and
i n c 1u d es educational institutions
throughout the east. It consists of lectures and workshops concerning
methods, philosophy and curricula in
all phases of ed_ucation. It is designed
so that both delegates and their respective schools may share educational
insights.
(Con't on Page 8)

------------------1

MA'S TINSEL TREE - - - Mrs.
Dorothea Dunton, housemother of
Woodward Extension, tidies the dormitory tree. The tree, though artificial
symbolizes the very spirit on campus
at this time of year. (Daniels'Photo)

I Holiday Greetings from The President I
Dear Gorham Staters:
To some people, perhaps, the message of the Christmas season, " Peace on
Earth, Good Will to Men", may sound hollow and somewhat meaningless in
1965. But is it not in times of trouble that the significance of the birth of the
Christ-child comes through to each of us most vividly? For was He not born in
a world of turmoil to which He brought a message of faith and hope?
I, for one, find strength for optimism at this Christmas season in the knowledge that young people such as you, the students of Gorham, have dedicated
your lives to teaching; to translating into reality the message of tqe greatest
teacher of all time. Goodness does abound; kindness, mercy and respect for
one's fellow man is prevalent; and I am grateful that I am privileged to live
and work in the midst of it. As mystified as I am by the current social upheaval, my faith is renewed and strengthened this Christmas season by such
thoughts. In the words of Pascal, "The heart has its reason which reason itself
does not know."
May God's blessing be with each of you and yours during the holiday season and throughout the coming year.
Kenneth T. H. Brooks
President

By Peter Hoff
President Kenneth Brooks has announced the formation of the College
Development Council, a student-faculty body that will advise the President on the future development of the
college. Dr. Brooks also announced
the appointees to this important committee.
Students chosen by the faculty and
Advisory Council are Tim Cook, Marshall Beede, Susan Morton, Arthur
Dolan, Susan Hurst, Frank Hall,
Joanne Breggia, Peter Harvey, Margaret Verrill, Suzanne Roy, Barbara
Hogan, Brian King and Richard
Brown.
President Brooks stressed the importance of the body in its advisory
capacity. "The committee will have, as
its objective, the development of the
best college environment possible."
Dr. Brooks continued, "It is advisory
in nature to ·the admi,.i.istration; endeavors to maintain the virtues of a
small college; and gives students a
voice in the development of the college."
The students were nominated by
members of the faculty and approved
by the Advisory Council of the college. The final approval and invitation
to the students was made by the President.
To Tap Thinking
Dr. Brooks indicated that the specifie functions of the body are still undetermined. In the early stages of the
council its duties and functions will
probably fluctuate greatly. The president mainly wants to have an advisory
committee to determine or "tap" the
thinking of large groups of both faculty and students.
(Con't on Page 8)

Board OK's
Secondary
Curriculum

'
The State Board of Education,
meeting at the College on December
10, approved Gorham's request to
offer a curriculum in secondary education. The p r o g r am s 'to be
established are in bifological science,
English history and mathematics.
The College Curriculum Committee worked for over a year to develop
policies and the curriculum for these
specific areas it felt Gorham is ready
to move into. The curriculum was
subsequently approved by the faculty.
With the State Board's action, Gorham became the first State College to
offer a secondary curriculum.

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
As a service to the campus, the
Observer is including in this issue the
First Semester · Final Examination
Schedule. Exams begin on Monday,
January 17, and end on Saturday, January 22. Find your exams on Page 3.
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Sorry, Still Closed
The library is still closed on weekends. -This problem has been one of the
major conflicts between students and administration in the past few years.
While the college and the library have been expanding through the years,
library hours have remained static.
When approached with the situation in previous years, the administration
has responded that the library staff was insufficient to allow weekend operation of the library. Student groups in the past were promised that when funds
were available to hire more library staff, the doors would be open throughout
the weekend.
·
Last year the Legislature appropriated funds for 46 additional faculty and
staff positions. Many of these positions have been filled, but the library remains
dark and empty during the weekends. The library still must close for minor
holidays and popular events on campus.
The weekend exodus of students also appears to be partially related to
the library situation. Finding three hours on Saturday morning insufficient
for research, students are forced to go to other colleges or to their local libraries. To do good research it is necessary to spend full days in study; this is impossible on class days leaving only the weekend to the conscientious student.
If the administration has been leveling with the student groups, measures
to open the library are in progress. However, outward appearances indicate
that action on this phase has stagnated. Interested students should appeal to
the Student Senate to resume their interest in this program.
The actual needs of the students are small. They merely wish the library,
staffed with a minimum of workers, to leave its doors open all day Saturday
and on Sunday afternoon and evening. It is hoped that the end of this problem
is in sight. But most' students feel that they have waited long enough for
weekend library facilities.

Stand Behind The Mayor
The campus has elected Dick Brown as its Mayor. In his fraternity show,
"Brownie" displayed characteristics that classify him as a leader equal to the
responsibilities of the Mayor.
First, he showed the vigor and drive that stimulates and holds the attention
of a crowd. Here is no complacent master of ceremonies that calmly introduces
the Hilltoppers and retires to his seat.
"Brownie" is the type of leader that can stand before the cheering section
and bring the crowd out of their self-conscious shells. He is a good-natured
symbol of a campus that is still small enough to ·be friendly and informal.
In the words of Brown, "Let's not kid ourselves, it's the student bopy that has
to be behind the Mayor." He emphasized that one fraternity cannot enact the
changes that the campus needs to stimulate social life. It's the entire campus
that pitches in behind men like Brown, Cifelli and Flynn to make the mayor
campaign the social highlight of the school year. Brown urged that students
stand behind him as Mayor and- enact a more effective social life themselves.
Now is the time for fraternity rivalries in non-fraternity matters to end; time
to unite as a student body and let some real school pride overcome the fraternity prejudice. Now is the time to leave fraternity politics out of college and
class elections and consider the real qualifications of the candidates. Now is
the time to put some real effort into and get some real benefit out ·of our campus social life.
-

Why No ''T''

~
•

Why was the "T" removed from "GSTC"? Was it because we needed a more
sophisticated name? Was it removed because Gorham lagged behind colleges
in other states that had long ago removed it? Did the students and faculty feel
ashamed of the limitations that "Teachers" implied?
We hope that the reason was deeper than this. The term "State College" applies to a new and expanding concept in higher education. It refers to a college, not only to prepare teachers, but to provide a liberal arts educa~ion
that is within the reach of the ordinary man. It makes a college educat10n,
which is becoming increasingly important in our industrialized society, more
available to all deserving students of the State.
The situation in Maine shows a period of difficult transition. Maine citizens,
so long dependent upon the University at Orono as their main source of public
higher education, must soon adjust their outlook.. The State colleges, with their
huge capacity for expansion, must be recognized as more than centers of
teacher education. The campuses of the Portland area must also be expanded
and possibly united to provide a large campus for the highly populated southern part of the State.
The change will not come easy for Maine. We have too long been a one
college state to make an easy transition. Rivalries and petty jealousies have
often blocked actions in the past. But the program must be carried out if
Maine is going to keep pace with the rest of the nation. In order to send a
higher percentage of high school graduates to college, the State must take
more of a responsibility in providing inexpensive college education for its
citizens. Such spending is not an expenditure but an investment that many
States have already made.
There is presently a committee that is studying higher education in Maine.
While their results have not yet been published, it seems that one of their
top priority decisions will be exactly what has been stated here. Only time and
the interest of the public will tell.

GSC Musical Groups Usher In Yuletide
The college Christmas Concert was
presented December 12 by the Gorham State College band and chorale.
The program opened with the Gorham Chorale, conducted by Gerard G.
Chamberland. Their first selection was
"Ceremony of Carols" by Benjamin
Britten, which featured Nellie Zimmer
on the harp.
A second selection, "Rejoice in the
Lamb," a cantata · also by Britten,
featured Ronald Cole on the organ.
Soloists were Judith Ellis, Martha
Gay, Alice Hagar, and Janet Jordan.

The concert band, conducted by
Dr. Jerry L. Bowder, played several
numbers in the second part of the
program. The band was featured in
the second movement of Symphony
No. 2 "Romantic" by Howard Hanson;
a march entitled "Folk Songs from
Somerset" by R. Vaughn Williams;
two selections of "Russian Christmas
Music" by Alfred Reed; Chorale Pre- .
lude "So Pure the Star" by Vincent
Persichetti; and "A Christmas Festival" by Leroy Anderson.

-~
~~
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!Letters •

• • •

,.

VIETNAM AT ISSUE
Dear Editor:
In your November issue you ran an
editorial criticising the student dem. onstrations against the war in Vietnam.
I don't favor the burning of draft
cards or any other violations of law.
This is one reason I oppose American
intervention in Vietnam - it is illegal.
Our military operations in Vietnam
are a violation of the Geneva Accords,
the UN Charter and the United States
Constitution. (Congress alone has the
power to declare war, and we are in
a full scale conflict without any declaration of war by Congress.)
But to be specific: One sentence in
your editorial reveals, I think, the
basic weaknesses in the pro-war position. It is based on misinformation, it
is arrogant, and it is self-righteous. I
quote from the editorial: "He (the student demonstrator) does not see that
the entire world looks to the United
States to stop Red China's aggression
in Vietnam."
·
First I would say that only a small
portion of the world expects this of
us. Most of the world is ap.a lled by
what we are doing in Vietnam. One
has only to read British, French or
Latin American newspapers to realize
this.
Except for a little token support, we
have no help from any nation -nothing from our chief allies (Britain,
France, Italy); no help from Pakistan,
India, or Japan but rather the bitterest criJisicm; and not a single soldier
from Cambodia, Thailand, Malaya or
the Philippines, which presumably
would be the next victims of the Communist aggression you speak of.
You refer to Red China's "aggression in Vietnam"; this is a popular
-misconception. No doubt the Red
Chinese sympathize with the Reds in
Vietnam, but as far as I know, not a
single soldier from Red China is fighting in Vietnam, and the weapons sent
have been insignificant - certainly in
camparison with the, hardware we
have poured in - armored vehicles,
planes, heavy artillery. The guerrillas
lack all these things, and of what they
do have, little has come from Red
China.
(The Observer welcomes · letters
from all members of'the campus community desiring to express their views
on issues. Letters should be brief,
signed, and written on one side of
the paper.-Ed.)
ARE YOUR PARENTS ALUMNI?
The College Alumni Office is seeking the names of sons and daughters
of alumni. If your father or mother
attended Gorham, the Alumni Office
would appreciate your indicating this
fact on a sheet which has been posted
on the Corthell Hall Bulletin Board.
If you know their class, this woud also
be helpful, but is not essential.

To say that these weapons, whatever their actual amount, constitute
aggression by Red China, would, by
inference, make the United States an
aggressor all over the world, because
we have shipped arms everywhere.
Indeed, we are the world's chief exporter of arms.
By now, no doubt, you havy decided that I am a Red. On the contrary, I am neither a Red .nor a pacifist. I served in the U. S. Navy
throughout World \Var II and am a
fanatical believer in the U. S. Constitution, wl;tich, I believe, the present
war violates. I am one who has tried
to keep his head as the war hysteria
mounts, for hysteria mounts whether
the war is a good one or bad. I am
convinced that this is a bad war, a war
from which the U. S. has nothing to
gain, but billions of dollars and
thousands of our finest young men to
lose:
Sincerely,
David L. Graham;
Freeport
CONGRATS -TO ELLEN
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the student body at
Trenton State College we would like
t6 congratulate Miss Ellen Fower who
represented the State of Maine in the
annual Miss America Pageant which
was held in Atlantic City this past
September.
Miss Fowler who is currently a
sophomore at Corl.am State College
in Maine should be congratulated for
her fine showing in the pageant. The
students here at Trenton State College feel a kinship for Gorham, and
they are proud to be affiliated with
anyone who places Gorham and
Maine in the limelight.
Sincerely,
Leonard M. Dileo
Exchange Editor
STATE SIGNAL
Trenton State College
Trenton, New Jersey
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Schedule of First Semester Final Examinations, Jan. 17-22, 1966
MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 1966
8:00 to 10:00 a.m.
Course No. Course Title
Section
Room
Eng 100 English Composition I, X
202G

Eng 100
Eng 100
Eng 100
Eng 100
Eng 100
Sci 200
Sci 200
Sci 200
Sci 200a
Psy 300

English Composition
English Composition
English Composition
English Composition
English Composition
Physical Science
Physical Science
Physical Science
Physical Sci. Concepts
Human Growth &
Development
Psy 300 Human -Growth &
Development
SS 365 Social & Cultural His.
SS 450 Archaeology

II, VII
III, VI
IV
V, VIII
IX
Leet. I
Leet. II
Leet. III
I, II
III

255
356
2,51
355
253
102
202-206
302
201G
37
36
353
22

Instr.

Proctor

Rosen
Sawyer
Thompson
MacDougall
Hanna
Vincent
Ayers
Hare
Miller
Hare
Kerr
M. Whitten
Bowman
Bowman Littlefield
Wood
P. Barker

MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 1966
10: 15 a.m. to 12: 15 p.m.

ED 452 Remedial Reading
ED 453 Prep. of
Classroom Mats.
Eng 220 Intro. to Joumalism
Eng 360 World Literature I
Sci 353 Vertebrate Zoology
Sci 366 History of Science
ss 356 History of Russia
PSY 402 Group Dynamics

II

29
A.H.
253
355
102
202
354
21

Mil. Peabody
Milbury
Bowden
Hanna
Riciputi
M. Whitten
Young
Southworth

MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 1966
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Sci 100
Sci 100
Sci 100
Sci 100
Sci 100
Psy 200
Psy 200
Eng 201
Eng 201
Mus 220
ss 368

Physical Science
Physical Science
Physical Science
Physical Science
Physical Science
General Psychology
General Psychology
American Literature
American Literature
Class Piano
Seminar in American
Character

I
II
III
IV
V
I, II
III, IV
I, II
III
I

355
202
102
302
104
151-3
202G
255
2.5.3
3,5
351

G. Barker
Kerr
Miller
Neuberger
Riciputi
Southworth
Monroe
Rosen
Thompson
Cole
Emerson

SS 101

IA 152
Mus Ed 302
SS 203
SS 203
Eng 351
SS Ed 361

College Health
College Health
College Health
Children's Literature
Theory I
Modern Civilization
Modern Civilization
' Graphics II
- String Class
Sociology
Sociology
Adv. Composition
Teach. Social Sci.
in JHS

I
II
III
I, II
I, II
III
I, II
III

201G
255
253
151-3 ,
36
202G
37
I.A.
35
355/ 356
353
251
354

Goodwin
R. Costello
Wescott
Sawyer
Bowder
Young
Dickey
Greer
Heel
Lacognata Moberg
P. Barker
Vincent
(Whitten

TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1966

Ed302
FAlO0
ART 100
IA 103
IA 205
Mus Ed200
IA 309
Eng 400
Eng400
Psy 401
Eng 230
Eng452
PE 355
Sci. 355
Sci Ed 360

ss 204
ss 364
ss 380
Math 100
Math 100
Math 100
Math 100
Math 150
Mus 100
ss 200
ss 200
Mus 202
IA 309
ss 375
Sci 356
FAlOO
FAlOO
Ed 100
EdlO0

10:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Elem. Curriculum
28
Music Appre. & Hist. I
37
Foundations of Art
34
Intro. to Technology I, II
355
Wood Technology
Woodwind Class
Metals Fabrication
Speech

I.A.
36
IA
I, II, III
IV
V, VI

151-3
Speech
255
Psy. of Personality
253
TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1966
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
253
Oral Reading
353
Dramatic Production
201G
Camp Counseling
202
Natural Science
Methods & Problems
102
of Teaching Science
3,55
American Government II
3,51
Civil War &
Reconstruction
Social Problems
356

M. Costello
Cole
Miner ,
Carter/
Monteleone
Greer
Bowder
Berry
Robbins
Spencer
Southworth

Theory III
Graphic Arts
Modern Africa
Physical Geology

I, II
VI
III
IV, V I, III
II, IV

-I, III
II
I, II
III

Robbins
Spencer
Wescott
G. Barker
Kerr
Schleh
Emerson

Leamer
Miner
Littlefield
Mitchell

104
102
22
251

Neuberger
Hare
P. Barker
Thompson

1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Ed 453 Prep. of Classroom
III
A.H.
Milbury
Mats.
·
I .
251
Hanna
Eng 200 English Literature
253
Vincent
Eng 352 Shakespeare
2,55
Sawyer
Eng 454 Contemporary Lit.
202
Mary Peabody
Math311 Informal Geometry
102
Soychak
Math 370 Abstract Algebra
M. Whitten
302
Sci 364 Chemistry
355
Schleh
ss 204 American Government I
353
Wood
ss 354 Dip. Hist. of U.S. ,
19th Cent.
Lacognata
SS 381 Minority Groups
356
THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 1966
8:00 to 10:00 a.m.
34
Sawtelle
FA 200 Fundamentals of Art I
Cole
FA 201 Fundamentals of
I
36
Music
Greer
I
I.A.
IA 104 Graphics I
Miner
151-3
FA 102 Art Apprec. & Hist.
Chamberland
37
FAlOl Music Apprec. & Hist. II
302
Fish
Math 250 Calculus
Milbury
A.H.
I
Ed453 Prep. of Classroom
Mats.
Smith
255
Eng 451 The Short Story ·
G. Barker
102
Sci 350 Vascular Botany
York
355
ss 301 Maine History
THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 1966
FA 200 Fundamentals of Art
FA 201 Fundamentals of
Music
IA207 Power & Trans. I
IA 104 Graphics I
FA303 Vocal Conducting
Eng 200 English Literature
ss 454 Internat. Relations
ss 353 Geog. of N. America

II
II
II
,

36
I.A.
I.A.
37
255
355
358

Sawtelle
Cole
Carter
Greer
Chamberland
Vincent
Schleh
Moberg

..

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 1966
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Art 203
Math 252
Sci 358
ss 100
ss 355
ss 451
Sci 361
Sci 369

Drawing Tech. I
Calculus III
Eoo~~
Ancient Civilization
Canadian-Ameri. Rel.
Marriage
Physics I
Microbiology

I

34
302
1~
3,54
- 355
356
202
104

Miner
Fish
Miller
Young
J. Whitten
P. Barker
Ayers
Riciputi

FRIDAY, JANUARY 21, 1966·
8:00' to 10:00 a.m.

Seminar in I.A. Ed.
Instrumentation
Primary Curriculum
Elem. Arithmetic
Sci. & Health - Elem.
Elem. Music ·Meth.
& Mats.
IA ED 300 Analysis & Course
Development

IA ED 404
Mus 400
ED300
ED312
ED310
Mus Ed 300

I

I.A.
36
29
28
202G
37

Mitchell
Bowder ·
Mil. Peabody
Mary Peabody
Fitz/ Kerr
Heel

l.A.

Berry

28
22
37
34
II

M. Costello
Billingham
Fickett
Sawtelle Learner

I.A.

Berry

21
29
I.A.

Mary Peabody
Mil. Peabody
Monteleone

FRIDAY, JANUARY 21, 1966
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Lacognata

Soychak
102
Soychak Milbury
104
Neuberger
202
Paras
202G
Fish
302
Chamberland
37
Wood
151-3
353/ 355 Emerson
E. Littlefield
Bowder
,36
Berry
I.A.
Schleh
354
Milier
304
37 ,
151-3
255/ 253
353

Larrabee
Moberg
Moberg Wescott
Cole
Fish
Fitz

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1966

ED404 Sero. in Elem. Educ.
ED405 Sero. in Jr. High , Ed.
ED309 Jr. High Org. & Mats.
Art Ed 400 Problems of Teach. &
Supr'v.
·
IA ED 300 Analysis & Course
Development
Ed305 Primary Arithmetic
Ed304 Elem. Reading
IA 308 Electronics II

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1966
10:15 ~.m. to 12:15 p.m.

Art Apprec. & Hist.
Art Apprec. & Hist.
American School
American School

355
202G
201G
36
302
351

FRIDAY, JANUARY 21, 1966
10:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1966
8:00 to 10:00 a.m.

Elem. of Math. I
Elem. of Math. I
Elem. of Math. I
Elem. of Math. I
Math. Analysis I
History · of .Music I
U.S. History
U.S. History

Sci 367
Sci 368
ss 300
Eng370

American School
IV
Principles of Geog.
I, II
Principles of Geog.
III
History of Music III
College Geometry
Program Planning
in P.E.
Anatomy & Physiology
Meteorology
Economics
Renaissance Eng. Lit.

10: 15 a.m. to 12: 15 p.m.
II
34

TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1966
8:00 to 10:00 a.m.

PE 102
PE 102
PE 102
Eng 350
Mus 102
SS 101

EdlOO
ss 202
ss 202
Mus 200
Math 350
PE354

Dickey

ED311 Meas. & Evaluation
ED311 Meas. & Evaluation
ED401 Philosophy of Ed.
ED307 Teach. Reading in
Jr. H. School

I
II
I, II

22
28
151-3
355

Bowman
Larrabee
J. Whitten
Fickett

CONFLICT MAKE-UPS
SATURDAY; JANUARY 22, 1966 - 8:00 - 10:00 and 10:15 - 12:15 in

ROOMS 151-153, Bailey Hall.
Arrangements must be made with the Registrar BEFORE NOON, Friday,
January 21, 1966.
.
Proctors ( First Session): George Ayers, Chairman; Richard Costello, Doris
Fitz.
Proctors ( Second Session): Parnell Hare, Chairman; Jeanette Goodwin,
Anthony Soychak.
Examinations are offered this period in room 151 in those courses which
were missed because of conflicts in the regular_schedule or where three examinations occurred in one day. The Registrar should be provided with the
names of all eligible students together with a copy of the examination to pass
on to the session proctors.
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Central Heating
Includes Woodward

December, 1965

lwith the Greeks .. I

By John F. Clemente
'
Recent excavation and building on
The election is over, the results are
campus has been in the development
in, and Gorham State College has a
and expansion of the central heating
new Campus Mayor. Dick Brown has
system. The plant, which is already
been elected the 1965-66 Mayor of
serving the most recent buildings on
Gorham. Dick, a junior from Bath,
campus, will soon be extended to
was Kappa Delta Phi's winning choice
Woodward Hall according to Adminas candidate for Mayor.
istrative Assistant Ralph E. Duso.
In a message from our new Mayor,
Eventually, according to Duso, GorBrown stated "On behalf of the
ham State College will have a combrothers of Kappa and myself I would
plete central heating system involving
like to sincerely thank, not only our
all of the ·buildings on campus. In the
supporters for the fine job they did,
past, the heating system here on cambut all the students who participated
pus, has been of an individual type
in Mayor Campaign this year. I think
consisting of a separate boiler for each
that this year's campaign was the best
building. This former system presentthat Gorham has seen for a long time,
~d problems in that each building had
and I hope that the high spirits and
to have their own maintenance and
good will, will continue throughout
service facilities.
the year.
Forward Move
"I would also urge every Gorham
Today, Gorham is moving forward
student to attend the basketball
with an up-to-date central heating
games and cheer the team on to vicsystem. This central plant is located
tory. Gorham has already started on
north of the new Hill Gym, serving
AFTER SPEECH - Dr. Frederick Whittaker, President of the Bangor a winning season and shows great
the gym, the extension of Woodward · Theological Seminary, discusses some of the fine points of his lecture with
promise for the future. All they need
Hall, and the new Industrial Arts
s!'.)phomore Ro_bert Driscoll. The . December 8 speech, entitled "Religio~ ~nd is a little support from you, the stuBuilding. In the near future, hopefully
Politics," marked the second convocation presented by the Student Christian dents. Thank you again, and we'll see
during Christmas vacation, the centAssociation this year. (Daniels Photo)
you at the games!"
ral heating system will be extended
Congratulations from Alpha Lambto Woodward Hall.
da Beta:
.
.
Second Boiler
Dan Cifelli, Alpha's candidate, who
By next spring a second boiler will
is a junior from Lewiston, states: "I
be added to the new system for · two
would like to extend my congratulamain reasons: (1) to act as a st a nd by
The OBSERVER has recently made
Brian Norris, a sophomore, will astions to Dick Brown on his election
boiler in case of emergencies, and (2 )
some staff changes and promotions. sume his new duties as news editor.
as Mayor. I would also like to express
to pick up added load to balance out
New staff positions include Brian Nor- Norris has worked well on early staff my appreciation to everyone who supthe pressure of the present single
ris, news editor; Jim Drummond, assignmen ts and has b ~en assigned ported me for a campaign that I was
boiler. In the future, a loop sy stem
sports editor; and Claire Whitting- many of this year's lead stories. As really proud of."
connecting the entire campus will be ham, feature editor.
news editor Norris will be responsible
In the near future Alpha will proused. In this way the maintenance and
Editor-in-chief, Peter Hoff also for assignments, major stories, and vide social events of gratitude for
service will be minimized, and th e mentioned several changes in the editing all of the news stories for each their friends and supporters, and plan
new system will be an economical ad- structure of the staff. Both reporters issue.
campus entertainment throughout the
vantage. Mr. Duso states th at "th e
and editors, according to Hoff, will
To Edit Sports
year.
.
heating provided by th e new sy st em assume new and more definite duties.
Jim Drummond, junior, will be joinPaul Flynn, Phi Sig's candidate, a
is very satisfactory."
The newly appointed sub-editors will ing the staff as the new sports editor.
s o p h o m o re from South Portland,
sends out this greeting, " I would first
Many students will celebrate the long
be doing the preliminary editing . al- Drummond has had previous newsawaited Christmas recess this evening.
lowing the editor-in-chief to do :rpore paper experience with the LEWIS- like to congratulate Dick Brown and
Among other activities, Alpha Lambda Beta
work in composition and co-ordination TON EVENING JOURNAL where he Kappa Delta Phi for a fine campaign,
will
sponsor a dance in Russell Hall
Gymnasium.
of the various staff departments.
has worked summers . An ardent and to thank my fraternity and sup- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 4 sports fan, D rummond will cover or . porters and all those persons connectassign all major sports events and edit ed with my campaign."
Phi Sig is planning a smoker directall sports news.
In the feature department, Claire ly after Christmas vacation, and inWhittingham has been assigned the vites all interested to attend.
Phi Sig will also have a basketball
post of feature editor. Miss Whittinggame with Phi Sigma Pi, Beta Gamma
ham, a freshman , served earlier in the
chapter, from Farmington State. More
year as news editor but was transspecific times and places will be postferred to the feature department to fill
the vacant post as editor. She will be ed around school for your convenresponsible for writing, assigning, and ience.
editing all feature stories.

Observer Lists Staff Changes;
Three Named To Key Positions

OLYMPIA
RENT -A- TYPEWRITER
New - Modern - Portable
NO DEPOSIT
Ra tes

l Da y
2 Days
3 Days
Week

Journalism Tie
The staff is also anticipating closer
contact with the new journalism class
next semester. Reginald Bowden,
teacher of the class and adviser to
the newspaper, urged all members or
prospective members of the staff to
elect the journalism class because of
the background afforded and the

stronger ties between class and staff.
According to editor Peter· Hoff, the
business staff of the paper has been
expanding in all departments. In the
future the OBSERVER hopes to add
some new points of interest. Hopes
for a sports column and a critical arts
qolumn may be fulfilled next semester.

Use

* Term Papers
* Special Reports
* Correspondence

$2. 00
$3. 00
$4.00
$8.00

* Learn-to-Type

RENTAL PAYMENTS ALLOWED TOWARDS PURCHASE
DISCOUNTS
Students · and Faculty

Inquire at

RE DIN'S
ON THE SQUARE
The College Supply Store
Gorham, Maine

COMPARE STATISTICS - This year's basketball managers compare statistics after the recent Johnson State game. The managers, Jaques Morin and
Mike Jackson, both freshmen, have done a fine job of assisting the team both
at home and traveling, according to coach Richard Costello.- (Daniels Photo)
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New Fraternity Proposed;
Senate Revisions Studied

'/

. LISTENING EQUIPMENT - - - Gorham students will soon be utilizing
this new music listening equipment in a special area located on the second
floor of the Library. (Daniels Photo)

Listening Center Set To Open

The Student Senate has approved the application of a group of men wishing
to form a ne'Y fraternity, according to Senate president Adam Burrows. Burrows stated that a committee has also been formed to revise the Student Senate Constitution.
The application for the fraternity
Seek Chambers
came from Harold Mitchell, repreRecently the Senate has considered
sentative of the predominantly · fresh- the possibility of obtaining Senate
man group. Mitchell stated that his chambers. President Burrows has disgroup wishes to attain membership in cussed the matter with President
a national social fraternity, Sigma Kenneth Brooks. The Senate has their
Kappa Phi, but must first function as eye on the former game room of the
a local to be eligible for acceptance student-faculty lounge. The game
into the national.
room has been unoccupied since the
Following approval from the Senbeginning of the year.
ate the applicants must petition the
In other Student Senate news: - An
Personnel Committee who must grant allocation of $50.00 has been put into
final approval of the organization and a fund for the mayoralty half-time
its constitution.
shows. The shows have previously
Constitution Review
been financed by the victorious fratA constitutional revision committee, ernity.
under the chairmanship of newly -The Social Calendar Committee has
elected junior Philip Moody has also reported that the second semester sobeen established. President Burrows cial calendar will be available before
indicated that, "With the rapid ex- Christmas vacation.
pansion of the College and the more -Senators Margaret O'Donnell and
complex material taken up by the Stanley Howe, both seniors, were
Senate this revision is under study."
asked to appear before the Senate to
The committee will review the explain excessive absences from Senpresent constitution and reconstruct ate meetings. The action was in commany of the provisions previous to pliance with provisions in the by-laws
submitting the changes to an all cam- concerning attendance.
pus referendum.
-A committee is at work to arrange
transportation to away basketball
games. Though definite plans are not
made yet, it seems likely that busses
will be available for the Farmington
and Plymouth games.

A record listening center in the Burrage Company of Portland to inlibrary will open for student use after stall the six listening stations.
Christmas vacation, according to
Members of the faculty committee
Administrative Assistant Ralph Duso. responsible for initating this project
A faculty committee on the center were Miss Majorie Eames, Librarian;
has neared completion of the project . Miss Elizabeth Sawyer, chairman of
to facilitate listening programs in the the English Department; Gerard
English and Music Departments.
Chamberland, chairman of the Music
30 Stations
Department; Allen Milbury, AudioThe center, located on the second Visual instructor; and Ralph Duso,
floor of the library, has six tables with Administrative Assistant.
five listening stations at each table.
Four of the tables will have record
players and the remaining two will
have tape recorders.
Mr. Duso said that the initial committee will undertake the task of
choosing the original tapes and
records for the center. The committee
will also create rules and policies
governing the use of the records and
tapes.
Sign-Out System
Duso stated that a system of signing out records similar to that of
reserved books will probably be initiated. The records will probably be
kept behind the desk in the library
in a section as yet to b e designated.
Stud~ts working the machines will
use any of the five sets of earphones
provided at each table. The machines
will be simple in their operation 'as
the only control is for volume and
there is no control for fidelity. The
room will ~not require partitioning as
previously anticipated because earphones make the machines soundless.
Selection Committee
Though the initial record order will
be enacted through the faculty committee, the method of later orders is
still undetermined. Duso expressed
the desire to form a student-faculty
committee for record selection, "since
IN FEBRUARY CONCERT - - The Nieuw Amsterdam Trio, Edith Mocthe recordings will be - not only for
instructional purposes but also for sanyi, pianist; Herbert Sorkin, violinist; Jascha Bernstein, cellist; will appear in
recreation." Records will be ordered Russell Hall on campus on February 9 as the third presentation of the current Concert-Lecture series. The Trio is one of the most distinguished and
quarterly through library funds.
The committee contracted H. D. successful chamber ensembles before the public today.

579 Local Families
Dined on Thanksgiving Turkeys
from Mister G
Christmas Is Coming - Plan Now On Your Christmas Feast
from Mister G.

Turkeys (fresh and frozen), Ducklings, Geese,
Cornish Game Hens, Capons, Roasters or a
Choice Fresh Rib Roast of Beef

For Best Selection, Get Your Order

lnS£tM1.G
AND HIS GROCER GIRLS
AND BOYS -AT GORHAM
FREE PARKING (ffi)

4th Concert-Lecture
Slates Famous Trio

The Nieuw Amsterdam Trio, violin,
cello, and piano will present a recital
February 9, 1966, at 8 p.m. in Russell
Hall.
The Trio has toured the United
States and Canada eight times. They
are firmly established as one of the
most distinguished and successful
chamber ensembles before the public
today. Their musical interpretations of
the classical, romantic and modern
Trio Literature, have been enthusiastically acclaimed by critics and public
everywhere.
Native of Vienna
Edith 'Mocsanyi, the Trio's pianist,
is a native of V_ienna. She graduated
from the Viennese Academy of Music
under the world famous pianist Emil
von Sauer. She has toured Europe and
Near East with many trios . She has
also performed in the United States
as a soloist and pianist of many leading chamber music organizations.
Violinist, Herbert Sorkin, studied
with Louis Persinger at the Juillard
Graduate School. In addition to his recital and soloist appearances, he has
been active in the field of chamber
music.
Moscow Graduate
Members of the Danish Gym Team were
entertained at a tea in Woodward Extension
The cellist, Jas cha Bernstein, stud;
following their performance on November ied at the Moscow Conservatory. He
22. Many students took advantage of the
opportunity to meet these talented young has toured Europe as a recitalist and
soloist with major orchestras. Since
ambassadors from Denmark.
The Thanksgiving convocation this year coming to the United States in 1938,
featured Rev. Berger Johnson, pastor of he has toured with outstanding sucthe Woodfords Congregational Church in
Portland. The convocation was the first of cess.
The three artists, in a prominent
a series . of three to be presented by the
Student Christian Organization this year.
critic's words, "play together as three
An airplane, diving over campus on people who were born to play togethDecember 2, dropped leaflets of propaganda
on the southern part of the campus. The er," bring to ensemble literature a
propaganda was disseminated by Phi Sigma "warm and vibrant insight, beautifully
Pi and the leaflets read "VOTE FYLNN."
conceived and masterfully executed."

1.--o_n_C_a_m_p_u_s_ ____,

A group of junior women are trying to
organize a co-rec program for the underprivileged children of the Gorham area.
Leaders in the project are Jane Libby and
Lona Ward.
·

BARDEN REXALL DRUGS
"Prescription Sp ecialists"
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
HALLMARK CARDS
AND WRAPPINGS

2 State Street
839-3738

Gorham

REDIN'S
On The Squ-are
THE COLLEGE SUPPLY
STORE
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In Europe

New Portland
Supt. Honored

Co-eds Enjoyed
Busy Schedule
By Judy Elllis & Carole Bulger
On working days, six out of seven,
we were up in time to greet the ic&
man with his ho,rsedrawn cart clopping down the cobblestone street. By
6:15 we were down in the hostel's
all-purpose room · eating our Continental breakfast - bread, butter,
jam and coffee. Due to our thrifty
nature, we took extra helpings of
bread, spread the jam thin, and
"voila!" our lunches were ready.
Running frantically down the street,
we rounded the corner just in time to
see our train waiting an extra two seconds for us. Once we were squeezed
into the crowded car, we searched
diligently in our suitcase-sized pocketbook for our 11-ride tickets. Six
stops and the hotel was in sight.
"Bonjour"
Punching in on the dot of 7:00, we
exchanged 'bonjours" with the patrons and staff,-and went separate ways
to our respective sections of the hotel.
After donning our black dresses and
white monogrammed aprons we began our morning duties, our first duty
being to shine any . shoes which may
have been set in the corridor, while
our partners (with seniority) went
about checking which rooms had been
occupied the . night before.
By 7:30 we were ready for the
morning coffee furnished by the hotel,
after which we resumed normal
chambermaid duties. At noon we were
granted a half hour to eat our jam
sandwiches, then worked industriously until 4:00 - punch-out time.
A Mad Rush
Our daily ritual after work consisted of a mad rush through traffic to
our favorite spot - a tiny outdoo.r
stand which sold hot, crispy, and relicious Belgian waffles!
The three hours before supper
were usually spent running errands,
shopping, visiting friends, or just resting. Back at the hostel, supper was a
family reunion, (Belgian style) a time
for discussing daily events, leaving
little space for comparing homelands
or customs.
A Variety
Evenings offered a variety of entertainment. Outside the hostel there
were the local discotheques with
~usic and dancing, movies in French
and English with Flemish subtitles,
outdoor concerts and festivals, dinner with friends, and quiet strolls in
the beautiful parks. At the hostel, we
took part in the internaional hootenannies, gave lessons in English in exchange for those in Arabic and
French, had spur-of-the-moment parties.
·
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CHRISTMAS CONVOCATION - - - Featured at this year's Christmas
Convocation were members of the Modern -Dance Club who performed several dances on a Christmas theme. Among those performing were, left to right:
Kathy McGrath, Donna Poulin and Dianne Ross. (Daniels Photo)

Newman Club Christmas Project
Brings Joy To Children's Home

Dr. Eugene Jorgenson, recently appointed the new superintendent of the
Portland School System, was honored
at a tea December 9 at the home of
President and Mrs. Kenneth Brooks.
The tea was arranged by the Education Department under the chairmanship of Mrs. Melissa Costello.
Dr. Jorgenson, who is now responsible for Maine's largest school system,
is a graduate of Gorham in the Class
of 1942. After graduating from Gorham, he taught in elementary and secondary schools in both Maine and
New Hampshire.
Dr. Jorgenson received his Doctorate from Columbia University while
he served as principal of the Russell
Sage Laboratory School. After leaving
Columbia, he became principal of
King Phillips School in West Hartford,
Connecticut. He has been Director of
Student Teaching as well as acting
head of the School of Education at the
University of New Hampshire. Prior
to coming to Portland, Dr. Jorgenson
served as Superintendent in the Gardiner School System.
The tea at the Brooks' residence
was attended by the faculty and other
guests. Dr. Brooks commented that
the campus may be proud to have a
graduate of the college show such interest and success in the field of education.

Choir Sings Carols;
Dancers Do Nativity

Have you ever actually seen how
To show their appreciation for the
little boys and girls react when they gifts, the children presented a surare really happy? December 13 was prise Christmas program for the
The annual Christmas Convocation
one happy day for 94 children from Newman Club members . The prowas presented by the A . Cappella
St. Louis' Home for Boys and Girls gram was based on a simple ChristChoir and Modern Dance Club on Dein Scarborough. The Newman Club's mas theme and starred all 94 chil- cember l5.
annual Christmas party was held that dren. After their skit, cookies, cake,
The Choir sang a Christmas canday proving to be the most reward- punch and other Christmas delights
tata "A Child to Us is Born," by Heming one of the year. Each member of were served to all the little ones by
ric Shutz; "Break Forth O' Beautiful
the Newman Club purchased gifts for the Newman Club members.
Heav'nly Light," Bach; "Never Night
the children and they were distri- t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J Again," Samual Walter; "and the secbuted by the club's Santa Claus, the
ond of three Spanish carols, "Sons of
mayor of Gorham State College, Dick
Eve, Reward My Tidings," GreenBrown.
berg.
Each member was assigned three
Over 20 students, including students
children to watch over and supervise.
This year m~rked another first at from St. Joseph's College, presented
It brought tears to many members Gorham State College as Gorham stu- several numbers in costume, highlighteyes to actually see how appreciative dents received their first official · col- ed by a depiction of the Nativity
were these little children.
lege _identification cards. The new Scene in dance form. They repeated
Just to show the children that some cards are made of plastic and closely the performance at St. Joseph's Colone really cared and was thinking resemble Maine's new driver licenses. lege, in the evening.
·
.
about them at Christmas time was all
The new I. D. cards include the stuThe brass ensemble played Christthat the children really wanted. It dent's name, address, college identifi- mas Carols for group singing.
made a person stop and think about cation number and his college resi- l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - all the things that one has taken for dence hall. The card also has an atgranted through the years.
tractive heading including the college
It takes an under privileged child seal and the name of the college along
who appreciates the small things that the top. There are provisions along
one does for him to realize how fort- the outer edge of the card for markGorham enters another field of
unate we really are.
ing 20 activities that the student
,------------------1....:...-~--=...:...:.::.::.:::......::.:..:::.:..__ _ _ _ ___,j might attend throughout the school academic competition for the first time
year.
this year with the formation of a deAccompanying the new cards, was bating team under the direction of
a list of instructions concerning their speech instructor Laforest Robbins.
use. The instruction sheet stated that Tentatively, the Gorham team plans to
the cards were necessary for admit- hold practice sessions with novice
tance to athletic contests, concerts, teams from Bates College and the
lectures and other events in perform- University of Maine in Portland in
ance at the college. Eventually, said preparation for competition to be held
the sheet, the cards will be necessary later in the year.
for use of the library facilities.
Members of the newly organized
The cards were issued on Friday, team traveled to Colby College NoDecember 3 at the location of the for- vember 11 where they were observers
mer college book store. News of ·the at a practice tourney held for Maine
FO.R COLLEGE STUDENTS
new · cards traveled fast and a long colleges. In this way, the new team
waiting line, so familiar in college life, was able to gain practical knowledge
On or off Campus
began to appear. To acquire his stu- in the precise art. Teams participatdent I. D. the student, had to sign a ing in the tourney were from the UniOur Club Room devoted to traditional apparel for men - and our
list indicating that he had obtained versity of Maine, Bates College, Bowhis card. The cards provided a place doin College, Colby College, and the
Lady Benoit ladies department - are headquarters for authentic fashions
for the signature of the student; they Maine Maritime Academy.
for wear in the class room - social occasions and leisure time. Fashion
are invalid without this signature.
Members of the Gorham State
right in every detail - and mod~stly priced.
One stipulation on the card brought College team who made the trip to
many comments from .students. The Colby were Stan Dodge, Jill Voytko
last of the instructions on the sheet Pat Spencer, Joline Landry, Russ
indicated that the student must pay a Thayer, Susan Hurst, John Jacques,
replacement charge of $2.50 upon loss and Mr. Robbins.
of the card. It was reported that one
student, upon acquiring his card, t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
asked if it was possible to burn the
card. Exactly what he was planning
~
to protest is still unknown.
BOB'S ESSO

College Issues
Plastic ID Cards

New Debate Team
Preps To Compete

A.H. BENOIT & CO.

Monument Square

Q

Portland, Maine

45 Main Street
Robert Boutet

Gorha_m, Maine
Phone: 839-8769
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Hilltoppers Gain Early Success;
Spectacular Season Forecast
By Don Atkinson
After a sweeping two-day road trip through Vermont, the Gorham Hilltoppers varsity bas}<etball team proved their worth to the partisan local fans with a
come from behind victory over stubborn Suffolk University in the home opener, December 7.
The 70-68 victory must rank with
the best of GSC basketball history, as
the Hilltoppers came from 11 points
down to post the victory. After a backbreaking first half which saw Suffolk
edge into a 35-27 lead, Gorham
stepped up the offensive pace early in
the second half.
Team balance and a "never say die"
attitude seemed predominant in the
Suffolk contest much as it did in the
first two successes against Castleton
and Lyndon. Palubinskas paced the
attack with 18 points. Wheeler added 16, Giroux 13 and Vaznis 10.
Lefty Ron Gianatario sparked Suffolk with 16; Helberg added 15.
The early away games saw Gorham
edge Castleton 86-82 and whip Lyn. The Men's Intramural Invitational don 102-77. These games were conBasketball Tournament has begun ference games whereas the Suffolk tilt
with seven teams vying for the loop was not. In the Castleton game \Valtitle, led by teams Three and Four. ly Ridlon canned four free throws in
Dr. Richard Wescott, with help from the waning seconds of action to insenior Mike Murphy, has arranged sure the victory. Palubinskas insured
for tournament games to be played as the victory over Lyndon with 18 first
preliminary games to several home half points as Gorham raced to an
varsity contests.
insurmountable advantage.
Team Four, which is sporting a 3-0
record, is presently leading the league
followed closely by team Three
which is 2-1. However, all seven
teams have a shot at the crown since
the ability is quite evenly distributed.
Team Four is led by Mike Ford,
a hard driving hustler from last year's
varsity squad, and Dean Sanford who
thrives on rebounds and clever moves
under the boards.
Team Three follows closely with
superior talent in Charlie Jucius,
scrapper from last year's varsity
squad, who excels in the art of ball
handling. His teammate, Mike Murphy, despite a bad ankle, is quite de:
HOOP LEADERS - - ~ Leading
ceptive and is deadly from anywhere . fhis year's basketball squad will be
with his unique one-handed push shot. Coach Richm:d Costello and Captain
The tournament is a single round Wayne _MacDougall. The team was
robin, which means that each team undefeated in early season play. (Danplays every other team once. The team iels Photo)
with the best percentage -of wins is the
champion.
Six 'inen in double figures was the
The preliminary games to the var- essence of the Castleton conquest,
sity contests will begin at 6:30, featur- Giroux pacing the attack with 18. Paling some of the better intramural ubinskas added 16, Wheeler 12, Vazteams and players.
. nis, Captain Wayne MacDougall and
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Ridlon 10 each. Against Lyndon four
hit twin figures: Palubinskas 24, Giroux 11, MacDougall 10 and freshman Harvey Moynahan 10.
By this early season record tl-:e campus can well expect a big season. One
The Hillcrest Staff has experienced of the season's ·best games will be
some difficulty concerning the year- played December 16 against rival Sabook pictures according to editor-in- lem State College. The game should
chief Carole Bulger. "Due to a me- prove equally tense and exciting as
chanical failure," said Miss Bulger, last year's championship tilt with the
"the majority of the pictures - taken Salemites.
Friday, October 29, and Thursday,
After the Christmas recess the team
November 4, did not come out."
will begin what coach Richard Cos"The staff," Miss Bulger went on, tello terms the "second season". After
"thought that 1he pictures could make the res11ite of the Yuletide season, the
the first deadline on December 20," team will continue action against Boswhen about one third of the pictures ton, Farmington, P 1y m o u t h and
are due. To compensate for the loss, Bridgewater. Following the January
different picture sections had to be 15 contest the Hilltoppers lapse into
sent in for the deadline.
another non-active period to resume
Miss Bulger, along with the staff, play against Worcester on February
regrets the unfortunate delay of the 3.
picture schedule, and hopes that
The long season that lies _ahead of
everyone will cooperate in the resit- the hoopsters looks promising. Coach
ting.
Costello looks to take his veteran team
all the way to the post season tournaThe "Torchlight Parade" of the Thu,·sday of Mayor Campaign was covered by ments.

OBSERVER
SPORTS

Early Tourney
Starts Strong

LONG ARM - - - Veteran Tom Wheeler uses his height to advantage on
this rebound in the home opener against Suffolk. Wheeler (44) is aided in his
attempt by rookie Charlie Gordon (31). The game was a close 70-68 victory for the Hilltoppers. (Daniels Photo)

Cheerers Sport New Uniforms
The Gorham State College cheerleaders, with new uniforms and megaphones on the way, are hoping for a
successful season, supported both financially and vocally by the student
body. With a few new cheers and
several improved old ones, they hope
to support the team at more 'away'
games this year.
New Uniforms
The new uniforms, being made by
Mrs. Fred Bailey will add color to the
GSC cheerers. The uniform consists
of a V-neck sweater, green and white
pleated ~ottes, white blouse, green
knee socks and the customary white
sneakers. The megaphones will add
the final touch to this new look. Head

cheerleader, Jackie Tardiff, hopes that
her group can sponsor a dance or another social function to help finance
the new equipment.
- .Miss Tardiff emphasized the importance of the student body in supporting the cheerleaders when cheering. "\Ve are not out there to put on
a show for the crowd; our job is to
start and lead everyone in cheers that
will keep up the team's morale," she
said.
Working To Improve
The cheering squad has been working on shortening and generally improving the old cheers rather than
learning all new ones. However they
do have a few new cheers this season.

Hillcrest Setback
Delays Deadline

65-66 CHEERERS - - - 1'his year's cheerleading squad was decked out
in new uniforms for the season's first home contest. Cheerleaders are, first
row, left to right: Faye Mixer, Karen Turcotte, Jackie Tardiff, Kathy Bryson,
Doreen Gordon. Second row: Jane Estes, Nancy Randall, Carol Jackson and
Mary Jean Smith. (Daniels Photo)

STARTING SKIING THIS WINTER?
START WITH CHALET'S SPECIAL PACKAGE SKI PLAN
Handmade Austrian Skis
$40.00
Complete Dovre Release Binding 15. 95
Ar Iberg Straps
l. 95
Aluminum Ski Poles
6.95
Binding Mounting
3.00
Engraving Your Name
1.50

CHALET SKI SHOP

265 MIDDLE STREET .
PORTLAND, MAINE

Total Value

$69.35

CHALET'S SPECIAL PRICE $49.95

Also one of New England's largest selections of ski equipment for the •
entire family - featuring such names as HEAD, HART, RIE~ER, SCOTT,

MARKER, and many others. -

STOP IN SOON -

WCSH Televisinn. The item appeared on
the 11 :00 news program on Channel 6.

"Where Old Friends Meet"

MASON'S
In Gorham, Maine
Luncheonette -

Groceries

Italian Sandwiches

Open 8 a.m. to l O p.m.

The college was represented at the regional meeting in Boston of the National
Commission of Teacher Education and
Professional standards. Those attending
the conference were Dr. Robert M . York,
Dean of Instruction; Miss Mildred Peabody of the Education Department; and
Stanley Howe, president of the Student
Education Association.

Carswells Drug Store
GORHAM, MAINE

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
PRESCRIPTIONS
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007 AND DATE - Seen at the Top
Hat Ball were Phi Sigma Pi's James
Bond in the character of Paul Flynn
accompanied by Miss Carol Soucie.
The ball, changed from the customary
Harvest Ball, marked the end of the
week-long Mayoralty contest between
the three fraternities. (Daniels Photo)
(Development - Con't from Page 1)
The students who were finally
chosen were the result of a careful
screening process by an Advisory
Council sub-committee. Members of
the committee reported difficulty in
narrowing the field of many excellent
nominations by the faculty. Their final
choice represents what they consider
a good cross-section of the campus
community.
Faculty Members
Also serving on the College Development Council will be several faculty members. Those chosen to represent the faculty were James Brown,
Miss Mildred Peabody, Maurice Littlefield, Remo Riciputi, Miss Edna
Dickey, Dr. Richard Costello and Dr.
Elizabeth Kerr.
(Mayor - Con't from Page 1)
,
tra. Sophomore class president Art
Dolan announced the winner, as former mayor, Chan Bearce of Alpha
Lambda Beta was unable to · attend
because of 'i!lness.
Tqe new mayor is 21, from Bath,
Maine and a biological science major.
He serves as junior class president and
is on the Student Senate, as well as
being a member of Newman Club and
the dorm council. The Brown-Kappa
campaign will have a lasting effect on
campus.
(Conference - Con't from Page 1) ·
Among those reh1rning to the Conference this year is senior Tony Black
who said of the worth of the convention: "I feel that discussing pertinent
topics concerning education . . . is
very valuable for the prospective
teacher to know. Putting Gorham
along side other colleges both large
and small, we turn out to be high on
the list."
Other students nominated for the
conference were, seniors Stanley
Howe, Herbert Dobbins, Peter Harvey, Ronald Friedman, David Anderson, Lynda Ramsey, Margaret O'Donnell, Sarah Henley and Jo Anne DiFrederico.
Juniors nominated were Peter Hoff, .
Lawrene Marczak, Henry Giroux, Adam Burrows, David Hutchins, Donna
Shannon, Carol Hanson, Patricia
Reinsborough, Lorna Enderson and
Cheryl Fox.

CO-ED
LUNCH
WHERE
PIZZA IS KING

JUST PASSING THROUGH - On their way to class several students pass
under the "Mr. Lucky" cat of Alpha Lambda Beta fraternity during the recent
Mayor Campaign. Alpha's Dan Cifelli was well represented by an effective
sign campaign and a talent filled show. (Daniels Photo)

Shows Feature Local Talent
By Cynthia Hargis
On the evenings of November 29, 30 and December 1, Gorham students
crowded into Russell Hall to watch the frat shows, an important part of the
ma_yor campaign.
The first show was the Phi Sigma the Gorham talent included ,Joan
Pi show, which combined a James Haley, an instrumental quartet, and
Bond theme with some of the cam- the famouus Gypsy Rose Giberti.
The talent from off campus inpus' best talent. As 007, Paul Flynn
proceeded to crack Gilded-Digit's cluded the Lois Camary tap dance
underhanded plot of shanghaiing Gor- group from Lewiston, and an outham's talent, the audience was ex- standing singer, Frank Manducah,
posed to some of Gorham's best talent. from Old Orchard. A ·very special
The fraternity, made up largely of guest was a girl who won the 1965
music m ajors, brothers and support- title of Miss High School Talent
ers combined to make the show a big U.S.A., the very talented and very
pretty Miss Allen Warner.
success.
At Acapulco, Danny had another
There was a jazz band which did .
an outstanding job on the selections fine line-up of talent. A young folk
they played. Another excellent group singer, Joe McConogal from Cape
was a quartet made up of Peter Elizabeth played and sang three
Sampson and Steve Hodgton on sax- songs, one of which he had written.
aphones, Dick Tilton on the piano, Also, a perky and pretty duet known
as Bunny and Laurie made their
and David Sawyer on the drums.
Besides musjcians, the Phi Sig appearance. The girls are very fine
show also presented many fine voca- singers and comediennes.
Then some of our Alpha men,
lists, such as Lona ·w ard, Joan Haley,
Glenn Bangs and his group, did a
Louise Bourget and the Omegas.
Paul Flynn also participated in the great job on some old campus favotalent. He was one of the Phi Sig · rites. Alpha's candidate Cifelli disFour, played the trumpet with Paul played a good voice with the group
Dostie and Martin Naas in "Bugler's backing him. Another special guest
Holiday," and sang "Green Grow the in the Acapulco scene was Tom
Lilacs" with George Smith. The Phi Flynn of the Citations.
Act III of the show took place at a
Sig show ended with Paul's campaign
speech and the fraternity singing lively little plac.e called "Alpha A
GoGo." Miss High School Talent
"Hail to the Omegas."
U.S.A., Allen Warner, returned and
With Mr. Lucky
Alpha Lambda Beta presented the the Lois Camary dancers changed
second of the frat shows. Alpha's can- from tap dancers to "go go girls."
didate, Dan Cifelli took us to Monte Gorham's own Judy Shute was there
Carlo, Acapulco, and "Alpha-a-GoGo" with a folk song and Ellen Fowler
where he presented a great lineup of performed a modern dance number.
The special guests of the evening
talent, a combination of Gorham stuwere Roger Lewis and the Moon
dents and off-campus guests.
In the Monte Carlo scene,· some of Dawgs, a rock n' · roll group from

1-----------------------s-----k--------;
IAPO Hosts Guest pea ers

The Industrial Arts Professional
Organization has been active in its
fall meetings with several · guest
speakers. So far it has sponsored four
speakers this year. Douglas Hague, a
representative of the Clark A. Day
Company of Boston, lectured on
stocks and bonds. A representative
from the Bath Iron Works lechired
on the apprenticeship program there.
Mr. McCullah of the Portland School
Department spoke o n the High
School Co-operation Program. A
speaker from the Harris Company of
Boston gave a lecture and demonstration on fiberglassing techniques and
application.
·
The I.A.P.O. is an organization

GORHAM BARBER SHOP
"Where Quality Work is Performed

composed of Industrial Arts Majors
which seeks to present a program
beyond the classroom instruction in
providing understanding of scientific
advancement and the working of industry. The officers this year are
president, Harold Garber; vice president, John Carver; secretary-treasurer, Dave Hutchins. Through this
organization, it is felt that the I.A.
Department will become a more
active, integrated part of the college
and acquire a new status on the Hill.
The I.A.P.O. has many plans for
the duration of this year. They have
two professional meetings a month to
which the entire campus is invited.
They plan to sponsor several social
functions involving the whole student
body and other colleges.
Many groups on campus including
Freshman and Sophomore classes and
fraternities are considering sponsoring
named singing groups on campus in
future.

At the Square

Lewiston. They sang their current hit
records "Don't Let Him" and "Wild
About You," as well as others such as
the old favorite again, "Louie, Louie."
Alpha's show same to an end with
Cifelli's campaign with all his brothers
behind him humming the fraternity
song.
Brownie's Showing
Last but not least came the Kappa
Delta Phi show. The scene was a ski
lodge with J(appa's candidate Dick
Brown and the ski crowd. There was
a fine lineup of talent at the lodge
that night, which began with a song
by Debbie Downie. Following Debbie
was a singing quartet made up of
Michele Rowden, Judy Ellis, Barbara
Torfason, and Linda Randall did a
fine job on "Try to Remember." A
night skiing routine followed, the unknown skiers being Kerry Turcotte
and Sharon Williams.
A special guest was singer-comedienne Betty Gribben who specialized
with jokes and songs. She also provided the evening with one of its
highlights with her "One Finger, One
Thumb" number, keeping all of the
audience moving.
Another special guest was Miss Pat
Delaney from Portland, who started
out on the "Dave Astor Show" and
worked her way up to the "Jackie
Gleason Show." She sang three fine
numbers.
Back at the ski lodge, Judy Cobb,
George Smith, and Martha Gaye sang
"You Were on My Mind" and Janet
Jordan gave us a fine rendition of
"Everyone's Gone to the Moon." A
quartet made up of Maureen MacDougall, Louise Bourget, Sheila Mercier, and Judy Berquist sang a cute
song about skiing; and then Judy sang
"Boy from Ipanema." The final act
was Bunny and Laurie, who returned
from the previous night to entertain
us with their fine singing voices and
their Sm6uthers Brothers type of
humor.
Brownie's campaign speech with
his fraternity brothers behind him
brought the show to a close, and
brought with it the end of the three
successful frat shows.

McDonalds
Where Qu"!lity Startsrresh
Every Day
Pure Beef Hamburger ...... ....... 15
Tempting Cheeseburger .......... .20
Triple Thick Shakes ................. 20
Golden French Fries .... ........... 15
Delicious Filet af Fish ............. 25
STOP AT• THE GOLDEN ARCHES
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MUSIC IN THE LODGE - The
Mike Foster Trio, a group of accomplished folk singers, entertained the
"lodge skiers" and the audience at the
Kappa Delta Phi fraternity show. The
show was the last of the three to be
held during Mayor Campaign and
featured Dick Brown, the victorious
mayor, as the "Lodge Skier." (Daniels
Photo)

Porter's Country Kitchen
HOME COOKED FOOD
School Street - GORHAM
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